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“From Page to Text”

• Where do you go from a digitized page?

• Even with a “clean” and “machine readable” 
text… you will have to prepare it for your 
purposes

• Ex: Extract and clean metadata; remove or 
add markup tags; syntactic/semantic tagging; 
if Japanese/Chinese, segmenting words; 
segmenting into separate files



What is the Taiyō Corpus?
• Seems ideal: a hand-keyed 

machine-readable (“plain text”) 
corpus of Taiyō太陽 magazine 
(1895-1928) from National 
Institute of Japanese Language & 
Linguistics

• Lots of metadata at article level 
using XML

• Tokenized into sentences using 
XML

• No illustrations or advertisements; 
layout not preserved

• Includes ling. annotations for some Chinese characters
• About 3200 articles in total; full contents of 5 years



My Goals

• Explore language of the Japanese empire 
(especially foreign relations) using articles 
from this general-interest magazine

• Prepare text for analysis using computational 
methods: remove XML tags, create metadata 
CSV, segment into words, create stopword list

• Begin exploratory analysis with Voyant Tools 
and Topic Modeling Tool



What I'm Working With



Technology Used

• Python 2.7 and 3.5 with:
– BeautifulSoup 4
– ETree (abandoned)
– Glob
– CSV
– MeCab

• 近代文語 kindai-bungo Unidic and wakati segmentation option

• Jupyter Notebooks
• TextWrangler
• Google Sheets + Excel
• Voyant Tools Server, Topic Modeling Tool app, AntConc



Encoding

• “Plain text”? What does that mean for Japanese?

• Files in Shift-JIS (Japanese-specific) encoding

• Little documentation for converting from Shift-JIS 
to Unicode using Python or anything else

• Managed to convert files to Unicode, but...

• Python 2.7 is not great with Unicode, different 
way of dealing with Unicode in Python 3.5

• Assumption in the computing world is still 
Western languages accommodated with ASCII



Japanese-language XML tags

• All the metadata and structural XML tags, except 
<s> sentence tags, were in Japanese

• Python libraries to deal with XML and HTML 
often do not play well with Japanese-language 
tags

• TextWrangler to the rescue: Multi-file search and 
replace to convert all the Japanese tags into 
Roman character equivalent

• Ex: <記事> to <kiji> ("article")
• It didn’t catch </記事> and I didn’t notice…





Segmenting into Article Files

• When I didn’t catch that the article-ending tag 
</記事> hadn’t been converted, it didn’t 
segment properly and I ended up with a 1.2GB 
corpus and didn’t know why

• Eventually caught this error, felt like an idiot

• ETree had issues; split into one article per file 
using BeautifulSoup HTML parser in Python, 
also captured metadata from XML tags before 
removing them to create “plain text” articles





Saving Metadata

• Saved some metadata to filename
• Taiyō Corpus has abundant metadata I wanted to 

capture fully in a CSV for later
• I was using Python 2.7 because BeautifulSoup didn’t 

used to be compatible with Python 3.x
• Another Unicode problem: Python 2.7 dictionary -> 

CSV writer doesn’t work with Unicode, gives an 
encoding error when you try to write to CSV

• Rewrote the script in Python 3.5 and got a CSV
• Excel couldn't import Unicode CSVs, so had to save it to 

Google Drive and convert to XSLX, then re-download
(…but now it can; no longer a need for Google workaround!)





Segmenting Words

• Used MeCab "just another morphological analyzer"
• But also wanted to use the 近代文語 (late 19th/early 20th 

century) Unidic dictionary; default is contemporary Ipadic
• Unidic doesn’t work with the –Ochasen POS 

annotation/segmentation option that just about every 
MeCab tutorial uses

• Little documentation about installing Unidic as default 
dictionary – thanks to colleague I got it working

• Found some Japanese blog posts referencing -Owakati
option that just segments, doesn’t provide POS, etc. These 
posts didn’t address my situation directly but inferred how





Exploring the Corpus

• Started with Voyant Tools
– Multi-stage process of creating huge stopword list 

customized for Taiyō’s language

– Own tokenization, didn't use Voyant default stopwords

• Tried out Topic Modeling Tool
– Inspired me to expand stopword list but…

– It identified a fiction topic based on stopwords
• Rethink what is “salient” in terms of word usage

– Top “political” topic article is translation of Tolstoy
• Makes you rethink genre and nationality as well

• Also just starting out with AntConc exploration





About ¼ of the stop word list...





Next Steps
• Investigate language use specifically around foreign policy 

relating to East Asia, relations with colonies
– Surprised to learn that 中国 (Middle Kingdom/China) doesn’t 

show up in 1895/1 articles; 清国 (Qing Nation) does
– How are people talking about foreign relations? I expected 支那

(pejorative) which does appear in 1895/1, but other things came 
up that I wouldn’t have known to search for

– Interested in Sino-Japanese/Russo-Japanese wars, also Russian 
Revolution (I have 1895, 1901, 1909, 1917, 1925)

• What can I learn about content of magazine and what 
people are talking about, from using salient foreign policy 
words that I discover?

• Human interpretation and investigation of computer-
assisted reading
– Also chunk articles differently for analysis based on exploration


